
INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Find a suitable Wishing stick from an outside space.

Step 2: Print out your Artburst Winter Wishes Template (or draw your

own stars on paper) and colour in with felt tips. The Artburst stars come

in pairs so you might want to either colour them in the same way or

decorate them all individually.

Step 3: When you've coloured in all your stars, write down a Winter Wish

around the edge of each of your stars and cut out. You can wish for

anything!

Step 4: Now get your string and cut four pieces of string, in a variety of

lengths, so when you attach your stars they will cascade down your

decoration.

Step 5: Lay out your star pairs with the coloured side facing down and

apply glue onto the back. Lay the end of your string onto the blank side

of your star and sandwich your pairs together to complete your stars.

Step 6: To add glitter, carefully add glue onto the area you would like

to shine and sprinkle with glitter (you can do it in a small container so

you don't make too much mess). Now turn your star over to glitter the

other side. REPEAT this process until all your stars are sparkling!

Step 7: To attach your stars onto your stick, tie each of your stars in a

knot onto your stick and wind your remaining string around your stick to

decorate. REPEAT this process with all your stars, so they cascade down

your Winter Wishes Decoration.

Step 8: Don't forget to shake your stars and make lots of well wishes!
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